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A fully automated digital 
pattern recognition software
trading benefit of the FRXharmonic™ scanner  

★ identifies multiple high probable trade ideas daily

★ can use as a confirmation tool for your trade analysis

★ can combine with highly accurate strategies  
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harmonic X strategy.
when harmonic scanner entry meets at a confluence point
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harmonic cup strategy.
when harmonic scanner entry meets at teacup entry point
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harmonic pullback strategy.
when harmonic scanner entry meets a pullback entry point
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harmonic trap strategy.
when harmonic scanner entry meets price trap breakouts
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harmonic multi-fire strategy.
when harmonic scanner entry has divergence at any SRT level
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harmonic wave strategy.
when elliot waves and harmonic scanner comes together
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harmonic shoulder strategy.
when harmonic scanner entry meets the head and shoulder
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in conclusion...
the FRXharmonic™ scanner is a powerful tool 

★ learn more on golive™ harmonics

★ session are tuesday - thursday

★ join me at 10:00am est

★ piptalk for update man-nyy quinones

★ for more training visit: 

                  www.EducatorMannyQ.com/golive                                                             
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